Background {#Sec1}
==========

Restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) is a useful molecular technique that exploits genetic variants and mutations in homologous DNA. It is based on endonuclease cleavage and is relatively inexpensive for genotyping \[[@CR1]\]. Many laboratories use polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-RFLP to rapidly detect point mutations after the genomic sequences are amplified, especially in single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) genotyping \[[@CR2]--[@CR7]\]. PCR-RFLP has become a convenient method for mutation detection because of its simplicity, low cost, and accuracy, as well as it is utility in small basic research studies of complex genetic diseases. So far, more than 47,900 studies that have used RFLP (not the acronym, but the full term) have been published and indexed in NCBI PubMed (<https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=%22restriction+fragment+length+polymorphism>\"). These records continue to grow. Specific restriction enzymes in RFLP can discriminate variants and mutations; therefore, finding the correct restriction enzymes is extremely important.

REBASE (<http://rebase.neb.com/rebase/>) is a well-known database containing information about restriction enzymes, including their recognition and cleavage sites, isoschizomers, neoschizomers, commercial availability, methylation sensitivity, and crystal and sequence data \[[@CR8]\]. REHUNT provides a comprehensive and complete resource for researchers. Furthermore, two web servers are particularly valuable for searching restriction enzyme sites. One is Webcutter, the other is NEBcutter \[[@CR9]\]. Both identify restriction enzymes that cleave the input DNA sequence. To study or discover genotype variations, SNP Cutter \[[@CR1]\] and SNP-RFLPing \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\] are useful to identify restriction enzymes that cleave specified SNP sites. The above web servers all combine with REBASE to provide potential restriction enzymes. Although these web-servers are useful to molecular researchers for identifying restriction enzymes, they are aimed at understanding specific functions (or functional moieties), and are thus limited for advanced researchers. Furthermore, they lack periodical maintenance, which limits their functionality.

In this study, we describe a package, termed REHUNT (Restriction Enzymes HUNTing), which is used to extract valuable information to analyze DNA sequences that have variations within their restriction enzyme recognition sequences. REHUNT is free and open source with a GPL v3 release license and is implemented in JAVA. It can be efficiently used to develop all kinds of built-in methods, such as PCR-RFLP. REHUNT has been successfully applied to natural PCR-RFLP primer design for SNP genotyping \[[@CR12]\].

Implementation {#Sec2}
==============

REHUNT is mainly implemented by text retrieval technology. The well-known restriction enzyme database REBASE (<http://rebase.neb.com/rebase/>) \[[@CR8]\] is downloaded and integrated into REHUNT. A time-saving exact string matching algorithm, i.e. Boyer-Moore \[[@CR13]\], is applied to REHUNT to enhance its ability to search for restriction enzymes. To explain why we chose the Boyer-Moore string matching algorithm instead of finite automatons or deterministic methods, we have provided comparisons of the time complexities among the existing string matching methods including bitap \[[@CR14]\], BNDM (Backward Non-Deterministic Dawg Matching) \[[@CR15]\], BOM (Backward Oracle Matching) \[[@CR16]\], Boyer-Moore, KMP (Knuth-Morris-Pratt) \[[@CR17]\], Naïve \[[@CR18]\], and Rabin-Karp \[[@CR19]\] as shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. From Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, we can see that although the Boyer-Moore string matching algorithm has slightly higher constant *k* of preprocessing time compared with other existing string matching methods, except Bitap, it has the fastest string matching time. Furthermore, the Boyer-Moore string matching algorithm has been the standard benchmark in the practical string search literature \[[@CR20]\].Table 1Comparisons of time complexity among existing string matching methodsString matching methodPreprocessing timeString matching timeBitapΘ(*m* + *k*)O(*mn*)BNDMO(*m*)O(*n*)BOMO(*m*)O(*n*)Boyer-MooreΘ(*m* + *k*)Best: Ω(*n*/*m*)\
Worst: O(*mn*)KMPΘ(*m*)Θ(*n*)Naïve0Θ(*nm*)Rabin-KarpΘ(*m*)Average: Θ(*n* + *m*)\
Worst: Θ((*n* − *m*)*m*)*m* is the length of the enzyme recognition sequence; *n* is the length of the searchable sequence, and *k* is the size of the symbols of the enzyme recognition sequence; notations O, Ω, and Θ are time complexities that represent the asymptotic times of the algorithms

Database description {#Sec3}
--------------------

REHUNT uses REBASE in its original text format to facilitate version updating. The restriction enzymes data in REHUNT are available from "All Enzymes (parsed references) (parsrefs)" at <http://rebase.neb.com/rebase/rebase.files.html>. Currently, REHUNT is released as version 1.2 which uses REBASE version709 with the latest update as of Aug 28 2017.

Design and analysis {#Sec4}
-------------------

REHUNT uses Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) to develop the open source package. The analysis flowchart of REHUNT is clearly described in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. There are six stages including: stage 1. Sequence input; stage 2. Judge specification conformed; stage 3. REBASE retrieval; stage 4. Enzyme recognition sequence matching; stage 5. RFLP analysis; and stage 6. Result output, which is used to perform the operations of REHUNT. In stage 1, users prepare their sequence and input them into REHUNT according to the input specification, including 1) regular DNA sequence, 2) variation-in-sequence indicated by IUPAC code, and 3) variation-in-sequence indicated by dNTPs format. In stage 2, REHUNT judges whether the input sequence conforms to the input specification. If the input sequence does not conform to the input specification, the program will be finished, otherwise REHUNT continues to the next stage. In stage 3, all restriction enzymes are retrieved from REBASE via three operations: 1) Parse enzyme text; 2) analyze enzyme information; and 3) calculate significant position. After all restriction enzymes are loaded into the memory, stage 4 will be performed. Stage 4 executes enzyme recognition sequence matching using the Boyer-Moore algorithm which employs bad-character shift and good-suffix shift rules for the input sequence and all enzyme recognition sequences. Enzymes positions in the input sequence are thus obtained effectively. In stage 5, RFLP analysis can be performed by judging whether all variations can be cut by the restriction enzymes. Furthermore, it also analyzes the complementary sequence. Finally, in stage 6, the results are displayed, containing the recognized restriction enzymes (including enzyme name, microorganism, source, recognition sequence, methylation, commercial availability, and references). Furthermore, the output also provides IUPAC and non-IUPAC format and length range limits for the enzyme recognition sequences. Thus, REHUNT consists of a series of methods related to calculations, searches, manipulations and classification of restriction enzymes in sequences with variations. The calculations performed by REHUNT are 1) restriction enzymes information retrieval from REBASE; 2) exact string matching for the enzyme recognition sequence, and 3) judgment of RFLP for specific variations. The searches performed by REHUNT are 4) restriction enzyme information search, and 5) available restriction enzymes search for RFLP. The manipulations of REHUNT are 6) detection of the existing variations; 7) transformation of sequence variation between \[dNTP1/dNTP2/.../dNTP4\] and the IUPAC format; 8) combination of sequences with different variations; and 9) retrieval of variation flanking sequences. Finally, the classifications of REHUNT are 10) commercial and non-commercial enzymes, and 11) composite IUPAC and general enzymes. The above methods are described in detail in the following text.Fig. 1Analysis flowchart of REHUNT

### Restriction enzymes information retrieval from REBASE {#Sec5}

To obtain the available restriction enzymes, we use text retrieval technology to mine the information from the original plain text of REBASE. The text retrieval technology is based on text parsing, specific text location, and significant position calculations. The retrieval information includes enzyme name, microorganism, source, recognition sequence, methylation, commercial availability, and references. The desired retrieval information is stored in an array gradually throughout the entire text of REBASE.

### Exact string matching for the enzyme recognition sequence {#Sec6}

REHUNT implements an efficient Boyer-Moore algorithm \[[@CR13]\] to enhance its search capability to identify recognition sites. In the Boyer-Moore algorithm, both the bad-character shift and the good-suffix shift rules are used. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} describes the processes of the shift rules. Here, we suppose that *N* is the length of the input sequence and *M* is the length of the enzyme recognition sequence. Sequence (*n*) and Enzyme (*m*) represent the nucleotide at the *n*-th position in the input sequence and the nucleotide at the *m*-th position in the enzyme recognition sequence, respectively. Sequence (*n*~*s*~, *n*~*e*~) and Enzyme (*m*~*s*~, *m*~*e*~) represent nucleotides from the *n*~*s*~-th position to the *n*~*e*~-th position in the input sequence, and nucleotides from the *m*~*s*~-th position to the *m*~*e*~-th position in the enzyme recognition sequence, respectively. As shown in Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the enzyme recognition sequence is aligned to the sequence start from its rightmost to its leftmost position. The aligned condition is Enzyme (6) = Sequence (6), Enzyme (5) = Sequence (5), but Enzyme (4) ≠ Sequence (4). When the aligned character is mismatched, the algorithm searches from the left position of the mismatch position, i.e. Enzyme (4), to the rightmost position of the enzyme recognition sequence to find the same mismatch character using the bad-character shift rule, i.e. Enzyme (2) for Enzyme (2) = Sequence (4). At this stage, the bad-character shift rule then moves the enzyme window and aligns Enzyme (2) to Sequence (4) as shown in Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The alignment of the enzyme recognition sequence then starts again from right to left.Fig. 2Bad-character shift rule. *N* is the length of the input sequence and *M* is the length of the enzyme recognition sequence. Sequence (*n*) and Enzyme (*m*) represent the nucleotide at the *n*-th position in the input sequence and the nucleotide at the *m*-th position in the enzyme recognition sequence, respectively. **a** An enzyme recognition sequence is aligned from right to left: Sequence (6) = Enzyme (6), Sequence (5) = Enzyme (5), but Sequence (4) ≠ Enzyme (4). **b** The Enzyme window is moved and Enzyme (2) is aligned to Sequence (4)

The good-suffix shift rule is divided into two processes, i.e. the good-suffix shift 1 and the good-suffix shift 2. The process for good-suffix shift 1 is described in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. In Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the enzyme recognition sequence is aligned starting from its rightmost to its leftmost position. The aligned condition is Enzyme (11) = Sequence (11), Enzyme (10) = Sequence (10), but Enzyme (9) ≠ Sequence (9). When the aligned character is mismatched, the algorithm searches from the left position of the mismatch position, i.e. Enzyme (9), to the rightmost of the enzyme recognition sequence using Good-suffix shift 1 to find the suffix string of the Enzyme, i.e. Enzyme (10, 11), and the right character of the found Enzyme suffix string cannot be the same as the mismatch character. As shown in Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, Enzyme (5,6) is the suffix string found and Enzyme(4) ≠ Enzyme (9). The good-suffix shift 1 rule then moves the Enzyme window and aligns Enzyme (4) to Sequence (9), as shown in Fig. [3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. However, if the suffix string cannot be found in Enzyme and the prefix string is the suffix substring of the suffix string of the enzyme recognition sequence, good-suffix shift 2 is performed. Figure [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows that Enzyme (3) mismatches Sequence (3), Enzyme (4, 6) is the suffix string of the enzyme recognition sequence, and prefix string Enzyme (1, 2) matches the suffix substring of Enzyme (5, 6), i.e. Enzyme (1, 2) = Enzyme (5, 6) = Sequence (5, 6). Therefore, the good-suffix shift 2 moves the Enzyme window and aligns Enzyme (1) to Sequence (5), as shown in Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The alignment of the enzyme recognition sequence then continues from right to left.Fig. 3Good-suffix shift 1 rule. *N* is the length of the input sequence and *M* is the length of the enzyme recognition sequence. Sequence (*n*) and Enzyme (*m*) represent the nucleotide at the *n*-th position in the input sequence and the nucleotide at the *m*-th position in the enzyme recognition sequence, respectively. Enzyme (*m*~*s*~, *m*~*e*~) represents nucleotides from the *m*~*s*~-th position to the *m*~*e*~-th position in the enzyme recognition sequence. **a** Enzyme recognition sequence is aligned from right to left: Enzyme (11) = Sequence (11), Enzyme (10) = Sequence (10), but Enzyme (9) ≠ Sequence (9). **b** Enzyme (5,6) is the suffix string of the Enzyme found, and Enzyme (4) ≠ Enzyme (9). The Enzyme window is then moved and Enzyme (4) is aligned to Sequence (9)Fig. 4Good-suffix shift 2 rule. *N* is the length of the input sequence and *M* is the length of the enzyme recognition sequence. Sequence (*n*) and Enzyme (*m*) represent the nucleotide at the *n*-th position in the input sequence and the nucleotide at the *m*-th position in the enzyme recognition sequence, respectively. Sequence (*n*~*s*~, *n*~*e*~) and Enzyme (*m*~*s*~, *m*~*e*~) represent nucleotides from the *n*~*s*~-th position to the *n*~*e*~-th position in the input sequence and nucleotides from the *m*~*s*~-th position to the *m*~*e*~-th position in the enzyme recognition sequence, respectively. **a** Enzyme (3) mismatches Sequence (3), Enzyme (4, 6) is the suffix string of the enzyme recognition sequence, and prefix string Enzyme (1, 2) matches the suffix substring Enzyme (5, 6). **b** The Enzyme window is moved and Enzyme (1) is aligned to Sequence (5)

### Judgment of RFLP for specific variations {#Sec7}

RFLP analysis for SNPs, mutations, and other variations is available in REHUNT. To acquire available restriction enzymes that specifically recognize these variations, sequences with different alleles in a variation are first respectively processed to obtain their encoded restriction enzyme recognition sites. After that, these restriction enzymes sites in different sequences with different variations are compared with each other, and duplicated restriction enzymes are eliminated. The reserved restriction enzymes sites are then compared with each other to obtain the specific restriction enzymes.

### Restriction enzyme information search {#Sec8}

REHUNT provides two types of restriction enzyme information searches. One is the search based on the enzyme name, and the other is the search based on the enzyme recognition sequence. Developers can use the enzyme name and the recognition sequence to find the corresponding restriction enzyme information array. The restriction enzyme information array contains the enzyme name, microorganism, source, recognition sequence, methylation, commercial availability, and references. To inherit the advantages of OOP, every elements of the restriction enzyme in the array corresponds to an intuitive accessed method.

### Available restriction enzymes search for RFLP {#Sec9}

In RFLP, restriction enzymes are provided to recognize the type of variations. REHUNT searches all available restriction enzymes from REBASE by the method described in 2) Exact string matching for the enzyme recognition sequence. Both the general recognition sequence (i.e., only 'A', 'T', 'C', and 'G' nucleotide) (Fig. [5a](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) and the composite IUPAC-based recognition sequence (i.e., 'R', 'Y', 'S', 'W', 'K', 'M', 'B', 'D', 'H', 'V', and 'N') (Fig. [5b](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) for restriction enzymes are available for search in REHUNT. Furthermore, all general recognition sequences containing in a composite IUPAC-based recognition sequence (Fig. [5c](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) are also available for an advanced searched in REHUNT.Fig. 5REHUNT searches all recognition sequences containing the composite IUPAC-based recognition sequence for the restriction enzyme

### Detection of the existing variations {#Sec10}

REHUNT provides convenient methods to detect if a sequence contains variations and determines their positions. When a sequence is detected to contain variations, many investigations can be performed, such as Human disease/cancer studies, drug development, SNP detection, genetic behavior, and environmental influences.

### Transformation of sequence variation between \[dNTP1/dNTP2\] and IUPAC format {#Sec11}

All variations \[dNTP1/dNTP2/.../dNTP4\] within a sequence can be transformed into the composite IUPAC format and vice versa. The transformation helps the nucleotides to correspond to approximate positions. Thus, REHUNT represents a basic and useful method for flexible applications.

### Combination of sequences with different variations {#Sec12}

REHUNT is capable to separating all input variations in a point mutation to generate multiple sequences. The multiple sequences can be used to observe the available restriction enzymes in the different input variations (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 6REHUNT provides a combination of sequences in different input variations to search for restriction enzymes

### Retrieval of variation flanking sequences {#Sec13}

To improve the efficiency in searching for recognition sequences in different alleles, REHUNT implements a flanking sequence retrieval function, which is centered by a variation. It is proposed to be able to compress the sequence length. Shorter sequences can capture restriction enzymes rapidly, and longer sequence may take much longer to align recognition sequences to obtain the restriction enzymes.

### Commercial and non-commercial enzymes {#Sec14}

More and more restriction enzymes are being discovered in biological and medical research. However, not all restriction enzymes are available for experiments. Commercial enzymes are easily obtained. Many companies provide commercial restriction enzymes, including Takara, Boehringer Mannheim, and New England Biolabs. REHUNT is able to distinguish the source of the restriction enzymes to help researchers obtain them for their experiments.

### Composite IUPAC and general enzymes {#Sec15}

Composite IUPAC enzymes usually provide a combination of recognition sequences, allowing them to recognize other positions, while general restriction enzymes only recognize one recognition sequence. REHUNT provides a classification of composite IUPAC and general enzymes for researchers.

Results and discussion {#Sec16}
======================

REHUNT is proposed to solve restriction enzymes-based manipulations for all kinds of biological applications. The following shows the environment, characteristics, materials and methods, examples for REHUNT, and availability and update frequency.

Characteristics {#Sec17}
---------------

REHUNT accepts inputs, including regular DNA sequence, variation-in-sequence indicated by IUPAC code, as well as variation-in-sequence indicated by dNTPs format. Unlike other restriction enzymes search tools, REHUNT not only can identify di-allelic variation, i.e. \[dNTP1/dNTP2\], but also tri-, tetra-allelic and indel-allelic variations, i.e. \[dNTP1/dNTP2/dNTP3\], \[dNTP1/dNTP2/dNTP3/dNTP4\], and \[−/dNTPn\]. REHUNT is capable of providing the available restriction enzymes to distinguish variant alleles for RFLP analysis in a sequence on both the sense and anti-sense strands. Variant-alleles with restriction enzymes-available or -unavailable, i.e. RFLP enzyme availability, can be judged using the class of "JudgeRFLP". The length of the restriction recognition sequence, as well as the restriction recognition sequences with composite IUPAC or general sequence format, can be assigned for the output. All hunted restriction enzymes are provided in four categories relying on the class of "EnzymeClassification", including composite IUPAC, general sequence ('A', 'T', 'G' and 'C' nucleotide only), commercial and non-commercial types. Information for every searched enzyme name can be obtained from their REBASE entry using the class of "REBASE". Furthermore, REHUNT is capable of performing high throughput RFLP analysis using the JAVA thread function in the class of "JudgeRFLPBatchThread". Examples of all kinds of manipulations in REHUNT are available.

Materials and methods {#Sec18}
---------------------

REHUNT has been developed over many years. All the functions have been tested and verified, and bugs have been corrected. It is stable and reliable. The latest test of REHUNT comprised a search for restriction enzymes based on a high throughput analysis of 381 SNPs. These SNPs are found in the gene SLC6A4, and were filtered without merged SNPs and are represented in alleles type with 500 bps of SNP flanking sequence is retrieved by SNP-Flankplus \[[@CR21]\]. The dataset (SLC6A4_Alleles_381SNPs.txt) is provided at <https://sites.google.com/site/yhcheng1981/rehunt>. Furthermore, the search efficiency, including elapsed time and used memory, were also tested and compared with traditional search methods, i.e. Brute-Force based on REBASE version 709. A total of 4558 enzyme recognition sequences with different lengths from REBASE have been tested on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4700HQ CPU @ 2.40 GHz × 2, and 8GB of RAM under Windows 10 64 bits. The length distribution of the enzyme recognition sequences for REBASE version 709 is shown in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}. The search result for average elapsed time (ms) and average used memory (Mbytes) are shown in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}. Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} shows the values for the average elapsed time and average memory used. Furthermore, the ratios between Brute-Force and Boyer-Moore is also shown. Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} shows that the search method in REHUNT is very efficient, both in terms of on time and memory compared with the traditional Brute-Force method. The test program (TestEnzymeSearch.jar) and its user manual can be obtained at <https://sites.google.com/site/yhcheng1981/rehunt>. It is worth mentioning that REHUNT has been integrated into a practical method for natural PCR-RFLP primer design for SNP genotyping \[[@CR12]\].Fig. 7The length distribution of enzyme recognition sequences in REBASE version 709Fig. 8Search efficiency for REBASE version 709Table 2The comparison of the search efficiency of the Brute Force and Boyer-Moore methods for different lengths of enzyme recognition sequences based on REBASE version 709. Brute Force is presented as "BF"; Boyer-Moore is presented as "BM"Enzyme recognition sequence lengthEnzyme recognition sequence numberAverage elapsed time (ms)The elapsed time ratio in BF/BMAverage used memory (Mbytes)The used memory ratio in BF/BMBFBMBFBM132822.4524.090.932.892.891.002323.0015.331.502.893.750.773124.000.00--0.261.740.15464124.038.802.730.263.590.07575724.007.913.040.262.030.136142824.066.803.540.261.000.26781825.016.413.902.101.181.7986424.956.393.902.100.533.9594924.967.163.482.104.240.50107025.035.604.472.103.910.541112926.084.665.603.854.170.92129425.874.246.103.853.821.01138226.375.045.233.853.561.08144026.204.286.133.853.311.16152227.143.507.751.313.540.3716427.250.00--1.313.290.401700.000.00--0.000.00--18326.670.00--1.312.990.441900.000.00--0.000.00--2000.000.00--0.000.00--21129.000.00--3.062.861.072200.000.00--0.000.00--23728.865.575.180.533.020.1724528.607.203.970.532.900.1825629.175.335.470.532.770.1926529.209.603.040.532.670.202700.000.00--0.000.00--2800.000.00--0.000.00--2900.000.00--0.000.00--3000.000.00--0.000.00--3100.000.00--0.000.00--3200.000.00--0.000.00--3300.000.00--0.000.00--34130.0015.002.004.112.431.693500.000.00--0.000.00--

Examples for REHUNT {#Sec19}
-------------------

REHUNT provides six examples for user operations. Users can refer to and modify the examples for their preferred applications. The examples are shown in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. Furthermore, in order to help users to actually try it, one of intuitive ways running in windows 64-bit operating system is provided to guide users to perform the examples. The guideline can be downloaded from <https://sites.google.com/site/yhcheng1981/rehunt>.Table 3Six examples of REHUNT provided for user operationsExample IDFunctionDescription1Universal judgement of whether a variation of a sequence can be recognized by restriction enzymesThe input variations may include two variations, three variations, or four variations.2Search for specific restriction enzymesFor example, the sequence "ACGG\[A/C\]TTTTTT" can be recognized by restriction enzyme TspGWI (ACGGA) for variation A. The sequence "ACGG\[A/C\]TTTTTTACGGATTT" can be recognized by restriction enzyme TspGWI (ACGGA) for variation A, but it will be excluded because of the repeat of the sequence "ACGGA". REHUNT identifies specific and available restriction enzymes, thus, the reappearing restriction enzyme TspGWI (ACGGA) will be excluded.3Identify restriction enzymes for a sequence and complementary sequence with multi-variation (Please use Example 3_1, Example 3_2, and Example 3_3)The sequence "TTAGCATCAGCATTTGCTGC\[multi-variation\]\
ATCGCTAACGGTGGATCTAC" with multi-variation that can be recognized by restriction enzymes. Its complementary sequence can also be recognized by restriction enzymes. These restriction enzymes are easy identified by REHUNT.\
Example 3_1, Example 3_2, and Example 3_3 are provided for two variations, three variations, and four variations, respectively.4Only restriction enzymes with eliminated IUPAC format are evaluatedThe sequence "AATTTCTGG\[A/G\]CCCTAACGGT" can only be recognized by restriction enzyme BspGI (CTGGAC) with eliminated IUPAC format for variation A. The function setIUPACenzyme(false) in "JudgeRFLP" class is used.5All restriction enzymes including IUPAC format are evaluatedThe sequence "AATTTCTGG\[A/G\]CCCTAACGGT" can be recognized by many restriction enzymes including IUPAC format for variation A. The function setIUPACenzyme(true) in "JudgeRFLP" class is used.6High throughput analysisThe multiple sequences can be analyzed by "JudgeRFLPBatchThread" class. The function is useful for high throughput analysis.

Availability and update frequency {#Sec20}
---------------------------------

REHUNT has been under development since 2007. It has been continually verified and tested for stability, availability, and flexibility. It is now ready for release to provide the better biological applications. The REHUNT source code and its API documents are accessible at SourceForge: <https://sourceforge.net/projects/rehunt/>, GitHub: <https://github.com/yuhuei/rehunt>, and at: <https://sites.google.com/site/yhcheng1981/rehunt>. The package is implemented in JAVA and it can be robustly integrated into other software and methods. The REBASE version \[[@CR8]\] is updated annually and built into a local database. We suggest that considering the rapid update frequency of REBASE version, users should update their version manually.

All academic researchers are encouraged to use REHUNT in their studies or to integrate it into their systems and applications. Non-academic users or commercial needs are also welcome to use it. For further information or additional applications, please contact the author Yu-Huei Cheng \<yuhuei.cheng\@gmail.com\>.

REHUNT implement various methods including sequence processing, filtering, contents comparison, restriction enzyme information retrieval, and RFLP analysis; therefore, to facilitate researchers to integrate their applications with REHUNT, helpful API documents (REHUNT_v1.2_doc.zip) for all the methods used in REHUNT are provided for the users and developers.

Conclusions {#Sec21}
===========

REHUNT is freely available and is based on a GPL v3 license. It has been developed as a convenient, reliable, efficient, and flexible package. It provides a powerful enzyme hunting tool for RFLP genotyping and simultaneously supports high throughput analysis for batch sequences. The highlighted features include: 1) Quick search for restriction enzymes throughout a sequence based on the Boyer-Moore algorithm; 2) all available restriction enzymes provided and regularly updated from REBASE; 3) an open source API is available to integrate with all kinds of bioinformatics systems and applications; 4) SNP genotyping is available for plant and animal marker-assisted breeding, as well as for human genetics; and 5) high throughput analysis is available for Next Generation Sequencing (NGS). REHUNT is not only effective to identify for restriction enzymes sites in a sequence but also is available for SNP genotyping. SNPs are associated with important agricultural and medical phenotypes, including sensitivity to disease or environmental stress, and response to drugs or treatment regimens. Therefore, SNP genotyping can be used for plant and animal marker-assisted breeding programs to accelerate selective breeding, which saves time and money. In addition, SNP genotyping can be applied to large-scale epidemiological studies to identify specific variations that affect susceptible to disease and to drug or therapeutic responses. Other applications such as genealogy studies, precision medicine, personalized medical care, and genetic fingerprint can be analyzed by REHUNT. REHUNT offers useful RFLP information for cost-effective association studies. Advanced users and developers can use, integrate, and modify the code for their research and applications.
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Availability of data and materials {#FPar2}
==================================

Project home page:

SourceForge: <https://sourceforge.net/projects/rehunt/>,

GitHub: <https://github.com/yuhuei/rehunt>, and.

Yu-Huei Cheng's web site: <https://sites.google.com/site/yhcheng1981/rehunt>.

Operating system(s): Operating systems including Microsoft series OS, Unix like OS and MAC OS are supported.

Programming language: Java.

Other requirements: Java 8 (or later).

License: GPL v3 license.

The source codes and API documents have been compressed on a file REHUNT_v1.2_all.zip as an additional file to ensure that the software is continuously available. JRE (Java runtime environment) 1.8.0 or later (<http://java.com/download/>) needs to be downloaded and setup before running the program. Furthermore, a test dataset for high throughput analysis, the efficacy test program (TestEnzymeSearch.jar) and its user manual, and guideline for using the examples of REHUNT are also provided and are available at <https://sites.google.com/site/yhcheng1981/rehunt>.
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